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George D. Gopen and Judith A. Swan

Sd.~ce ~ often hard to read. Most.people assume that its three minutes and records a list of temperatures. Those
difficulties are born out of necessIty, out of the extreme data could be presented by a number of written structures.

complexity of scientific concepts, data and analysis. We ar- Here are two possibilities: .
gue here that complexity of thought need not lead to im- ., .penetrability of expression; we demonstrate a number of t (~e) = 15, T (te:nperature) = ,32°; t = 0, T = ,25°;
rhetoricalprindples that can produce clarity in communi- t = 6, T= 29"; t = 3, T= 2~; t=12 , T= 3~; t =9, T= 31°
cation without oversimplifying scientific issues. The re- time (min) temperature (OC)
sults are substantive, not merely cosmetic: Improving the 0 25
quality of writing actually improves the quality of thought. 3 27

The fundamental purpose of scientific discourse is not 6 29 ;:,;
the mere presentation of information and thought, but 9 31
rather its actual communication. It does not matter how 12 32
pleased an author might be to have converted all the right 15 32
data into sentences and paragraphs; it matters only
whether a large majority of the reading audience accurate- Precisely the same information appears in both formats,
ly perceives what the author had in mind. Therefore, in or- yet most readers fin~ .the; second easier to interpret. It may
der to understand how best to improve writing, we would ~ that the very familiarity of the tabular structure makes
do well to understand better how readers go about read- It easier to use. But, more significantly, the structure of the
ing. Such an understanding has recently become available second ta~le p~ovid~ the re~de~ ~th ~ easily. perceiv~
through work done in the fields of rhetonc.linguistics and context (time) m whic:h the sIgnificant piece of infOn11a?on ,','4
cognitive psychology. It has helped to produce a method- (temperature) can ~e mterpreted. The contextual matenal . !

ology based on the concept of reader expectations. appears on the left m a pattern that produces an expecta-
tion of regularity; the interesting results appear on the

Writing with the Reader in Mind: Expectation and Context right ~ a less obvious pattern, the discovery of which is
Readers do not simply read; they interpret. Any piece of the pomt of ~e table.. . .
prose, no matter how short, may "mean" in 10 (or more) If the two sides of this sunple table are reversed, It be-
different ways to 10 different readers. This methodology of comes much harder to read.

reader expectations is fo~ded on, the reco~tion tha.t temperature (OC) time (min)
readers make many of thelr most l1T\portant mterprebve 25 0
decisions about the substance of prose based on clues they 27 3
receive from its structure. 29 6

This interplay between substance and structure can be 31 9
demonstrated by something as basic as a simple table. Let 32 12
us say that in tracking the temperature of a liquid over a 32 15
period of time, an investigator takes measurements every

Since we read from left to right, we prefer the context on
~t D. ~ is asSOC1Jltt proftssor of English and Dirtdor of Wnting the left, where it can more ~ffectively ~amilian::e the
Prognnns at DIlkL UniVtrSlty. Ht holds a Ph.D, In English from Haroard ~ader. ,We ~refer ~e n~w, ,l1T\portant mformabon on the
Univtrslty and a J.D, frr1m Ha~rd Law School. Judith A. Swan ttaches sci- nght, smce:ts J,:b.lS to mtngue the rea~er. .
entif.- .oritIng at Pnnctton UniVtrsity. HtT Ph.D. which IS In bioC~IStry. Informabon IS interpreted more easIly and more unI-
I1MS tDmtd at the Milssachusetts lI1Stitutt of Ttchnology. Address for Copen: formly if it is placed where most readers expect to find it.
307 Alltn Building. DuU UniVtrsity. DurilDm. NC 27706. These needs and expectations of readers affect the inter-
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pretation not only of tables and illustrations but also of era! will also suggest that it requires specialized back-
prose itself. Readers have relatively fixed expectations ground knowledge. Those problems turn out to be only a
about where in the structure of prose they will encounter small part of the difficultyo Here is the passage again, with
particular items of its substance. If writers can become con- the difficult words temporarily lifted:
sciously aware of these locations, they can better control Th mall f th URF' [A] hasbeen o d tifi.edd f " 0 d ha 0 d will 0 e s est 0 e s, an, 1 en
the egrees 0 recogruhon an emp S15 a rea er gIve [B] b 0 8 TheL..- 0 nal .

gnifi ° f theth 0 0

f inf ti ° b 0 ed Good as a su UnIt geneo ll.UlctiO SI cance 0to e vanous pieces 0 orma on emg present 0 , 0

ot 0 tui ° ti° 1 f th expectati° that o other URF s has been, on the contrary, elusIve. Recently,wn ers are U'\ ve y aware 0 ese ons; 15 . .h th 0 ro has hat we call "shape" however, [C] expenments, as well as [D] studIes, havew Yo eIr p ~ w 0 . 0 indicated that six human URF's [1-6] encode subwUts of
This underlYIng concept of reader expectation 15 per- C 1 I This 0 lar I tha also 0

haps most immediately evident at the level of the largest omp exb. 0 15 ~ ~e ~°.m~ excyt t lasm contaJI1S
UI1.its of discourseo (A unit of discourse is defined as any- many su urnts syn eslZ m e op .
thing with a begimting and an end: a clause, a sentence, a It may now be easier to survive the journey through the
section, an article, etc.) A research article, for example, is prose, but the passage is still difficult. Any number of
generally divided into recognizable sections, sometimes questions present themselves: What has the first sentence
labeled Introduction, Experimental Methods, Results and of the passage to do with the last sentence? Does the third
Discussion. When the sections are confused-when too sentence contradict what we have been told in the second
much experimental detail is found in the Results section,
or when discussion and results intermingle-readers are
often equally confused. In smaller units of discourse the . "'
fw1ctional divisions are not so explicitly labeled, but read- I nfonnatzon LS Interpreted more
ers have definite expectations all the same, and they . .. , .
search for certain infonnation in particular places. If these easIly and more uniformly if It lS H
structural expectations are continually violated, readers D

are forced to divert energy from understanding the con- placed where most readers expect to
tent of a passage to unraveling its structureo As the com- fi d '

plexity of the content increases moderately, the possibili- n Lt.
ty of misinterpretation or noninterpretation increases
dramaticallyo

We present here some results of applying this methodol- sentence? Is the functional significance of URF's still "elu-
ogy to research reports in the scientific literature. We have sive"? Will this passage lead us to further discussion about
taken several passages from research articles (either pub- URF's, or about Complex L or both?
lished or accepted for publication) and have suggested Knowing a little about the subject matter does not clear
ways of rewriting them by applying principles derived up all the confusion. The intended audience of this pas-
from the study of reader expectationso We have not sought sage would probably possess at least two items of essential
to transform the passages into "plain English" for the use . technical information: first, "URF" stands for "Uninter-
of the general public; we have neither decreased the jargon rupted Reading Frame," which describes a segment of
nor diluted the science. We have striven not for simplifica- DNA organized in such a way that it could encode a pro-
tion but for clarification. rein, although no such protein product has yet been identi-

fied; second, both ATPase and NADH oxido-reductase are
Reader Expectations for the Structure of Prose enzyme complexes central to energy metabolism. Al-
Here is our first example of scientific prose, in its original though this information may provide some sense of com-
form: fort, it does little to answer the interpretive questions that

Th all t f th URF' (URFA6L) 207- cl h d need answering. It seems the reader is hindered by moree sm es 0 e s ,a nu eou e than 0 t th 0 tifi .
(nt) reading frame overlapping out of phase the NH.- Jus e saen c Jargon. 0 0
t rminal roo f th d o tri o h h tase To get at the problem, we need to articulate somethinge po on 0 e a enosme p asp a .
(AU>ase) subunit 6 gene has been identified as the about how readers go about ~ading. We proceed to the
__~_1 0 al t f th tl -:I~-- ed t H+ first of several reader expectations.
dlUU'-U eqwv en 0 e recen y ~over yeas -
AU>ase subwUt 8 gene. The functional significance of 5 b ' ct 'T_~ S ti", 0 U Je -vall epara onthe other URF s has been, on the contrary, elusIve. Look 0 t th first tence f th oted boR tl h . 0 0 0 0 agaIn a e sen 0 e passage a ave.

ecen y, owever, Immunopreapltation expenments 0 0
o th ti°bodi t urifi.ed t " ti° NADH It 15 relatively long, 42 words; but that turns out not to beWl an es 0 p ro enone-sensl ve - o. "
"" 0' the maIn cause of Its burdensome complexlty. Long sen-

ubiqUInone oXldo-reductase [hereafter referred to as t need t b difficult t d th nl difficult to0 0 ences no e 0 rea; ey are 0 Y
respIratorY chain NADH dehydrogenase or complex I] o t 'AT ha ten f 100 ds that flfro b .' h art 11 fr cti° h wn e. rye ve seen sen ces 0 over wor owm OVUle e , as we as enzyme a onauon
studies, have indicated that six human URF's (that is, "The full paragraph includes one more sentel1ce: "Support for
URFl, URF2, URF3, URF4, URF4L, and URF5, hereafter such functional identification of the URF products has come
referred to as NDl, ND2, ND3, ND4, ND4L, and NDS) from the finding that the purified rotenon~itive NADH
encode subunits of complex 10 This is a large comp lex d~ydrog~ fro~ ~eurospora CTassa contains several sub-

0 0 "0 UnIts Synthesized WIthin the Inltochondria, and from the obser-
that also contatnS many subUnIts synthesIZed U'\ the vation "that the stopper mutant of Neurospora CTassa, whose

cytoplasm.. mtDNA lacks two genes homologous to URF2 and URF3, has
. 0 no functional comp1ex I." We have omitted this sentence both

As~ any ten people why this paragraph 15 hard to read, because the passage is long enough as is and because it raises
and rune are sure to mention the technical vocabulary; sev- no additional StI1JCtural issueso
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easily and persuasively toward their clearly demarcated These revisions lead us to a second set of reader expecta-
destination. Those well-wrought serpents all had some- tions. Each unit of discourse, no matter what the size, is ex-
thing in common: Their structure presented information to pected to serve a single function, to make a single point. m
readers in the order the readers needed and expected it. the case of a sentence, the point is expected to appear in a

The first sentence of our example passage does just the specific place reserved for emphasis-
opposite: it burdens and obstructs the reader, because of an
all-tao<oIIUI\on structural defect. Note that the grammati- The Sb"ess Position
cal subject ("the smallest") is separated from its verb ("has It is a linguistic commonplace that readers nahlrally empha-
been identified") by 23 words, more than half the sentence. size the material that arrives at the end of a sentence. We

refer to that location as a "stress position." If a writer is con-
sciously aware of this tendency, she can arrange for the em-

'" . . phatic information to appear at the moment the reader isB egznnmg wIth the excItIng naturally exerting the greatest reading emphasis. As a result
. .. h the chances greatly increase that reader and writer will per-

materIal and endIng WIt a ceive the same material as being worthy of primary empha-

if I it I sis. The very structure of the sentence thus help.s persuadelack 0 uster 0 en eaves us the reader of the relative values of the sentence's contents.
d. .

t d d d t The inclination to direct more energy to that which ar-
zsappom e an es rays our sense rives last in a sentence seems to correspond to the way we

if omentum work at tas~ through time. We tend to take something like0 m. a "mental breath" as we begin to read each new sentence,

thereby summoning the tension with which we pay atten-
tion to the unfolding of the syntax. As we recognize that

Readers expect a grammatical subject to be followed im- the sentence is drawing toward its conclusion, "We begin to
mediately by the verb. Anything of length that intervenes exhale that mental breath. The exhalation produces a sense
between subject and verb is read as an interruption, and of emphasis. Moreover, we delight in being rewarded at
therefore as something of lesser importance. the end of a labor with something that makes the ongoing

The reader's expectation stems from a pressing need for effort worthwhile. Beginning with the exciting material
syntactic resolution, fulfilled only by the arrival of the. . and ending with a lack of luster often leaves us disap-
verb. Without the verb, we do not know what the subject 15 pointed and destroys our sense of momentum. We do not
doing, or what the sentence is all about. As a result the start with the strawberry shortcake and work our way up
reader focuses attention on the arrival of the verb and re- to the broccoli.
sists recognizing anything in the interrupting material as When the writer puts the emphatic material of a sen-
being of primary importance. The longer the interruption tence in any place other than the stress position, one of two
lasts, the more likely it becomes that the "interruptive" things can happen; both are bad. First, the reader might
material actually contajns important information; but its find the stress position occupied by material that clearly is
structural location will continue to brand it as merely in- not worthy of emphasis. In this case, the reader must dis-
teIruptive. Unfortunately, the reader will not discover its cern, without any additional structural clue, what else in
true value until too late--until the sentence has ended the sentence may be the most likely candidate for empha-
without having produced anything of much value outside sis. There are no secondary structural indications to fall
of that subject-verb interruption. back upon. In sentences that are long, dense or sophisticat-

In this first sentence of the paragraph, the relative im- ed, chances soar that the reader will not interpret the prose
portance of the intervening material ~ ~cu.1~ to ev~uate. precisely as the writer intended. The second po.ssibility is
The material might conceivably be qwte SIgnificant m even worse: The reader may find the stress posItion
which case the writer should have positioned it to reveal occupied by something that does appear capable of receiv-
that importance. Here is one way to incorporate it into the ing emphasis, even though the writer did not intend to
sentence structure: give it any stress. In that case, the reader is highly likely to

small f th URF' .
URFA6L 207 - cl emphasize this imposter material, and the writer will have

The est 0 e s 15 , a nu eo- I . " infl th d '.din tram I . t f hase th cst an 1II\portant opportUnIty to uence e rea er s m-

tide (nt) rea g e over appmg ou 0 p e ti. '__1 . f th d . tn. h h tase terpre ve process.~ -lCLIIU1~ portion 0 e a encsme p asp a - - . . ,£ '7.
b . 6 . hasb .d ti - fied th The stress posItIon can change In sIze from sentence to

(ATPase) su UnIt gene; It een 1 en as e - "

d. .
al f th tl disc red t H + sentence. SometImes It COnsISts of a sIngle wor ; some-animal eqwv ent 0 e recen y ove yeas - . d llin Th d fini- - f -. times It exten s to severa es. e e tIve actor 15

ATPase subUnIt 8 gene. this: The stress position coincides with the moment of syn-

On the other hand, the intervening material might be a tactic closure. A reader has reached the beginning of the
mere aside that diverts attention from more important ideas; stress position when she knows there is nothing left in the
in that case the writer should have deleted it, allowing the clause or sentence but the material presently being read.
prose to drive more directly toward its significant point: Thus a whole list, numbered and indented, can occupy the

, . '- stress position of a sentence if it has been clearly an-. The small~t of the ~RF s (URFA6L) has ~ Identi nounced as being all that remains of that sentence. Each
fled as the animal equIv.alent of the recently dISCovered member of that list, in turn, may have its own internal
yeast H£-ATPase subUnIt 8 gene. stress position, since each member may produce its own

Only the author could tell us which of these revisions synt~c~c closure. - "
more accurately reflects his intentions. WIthin a sentence, secondary stress pOSItIons can be
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formed by the appearance of a properly used colon or
semicolon; by grammatical convention, the material pre- W t d . k . ceding these punctuation marks must be able to stand by e canno succee zn ma mg
itself as a complete sentence. Thus, sentences can be ex-. even a single sentence meantended effortlessly to dozens of words, as long as there IS a
medial syntactic closure for every piece of ne,,-:, ~tress-wor- one and onl y one thing. we can
thy information along the way. One of our reVISIons of the I

initial sentence can serve as an example: only increase the odds that a large
The smallest of the URF's is URFA6L, a 207-nucleo- . . ,+ d o

ll t d ttide (nt) reading frame overlapping out of phase the majOrIty 0) rea ers wz en 0
~-tenninal p~rtion of ~e adenos~etri~~osphatase inte rpret our discourse according to(ATPase) suburut 6 gene; It has been Identified as the
animal equiv~ent of the recently discovered yeast H+- our intentions.
ATPase suburut 8 gene.

By using a semicolon, we created a second stress position
to accommodate a second piece of information that from certain articulations. We cannot succeed in making
seemed to require emphasis. even a single sentence mean one and only one thing; we

We now have three rhetorical principles based on reader can only increase the odds that a large majority of readers
expectations: First, grammatical subjects should be fol- will tend to interpret our discourse according to our inten-
lowed as soon as possible by their verbs; second, every tions. Such success will follow from authors becoming
unit of discourse, no matter the size, should serve a single more consciously aware of the various reader expectations
function or make a single point; and, third, information in- presented here.
tended to be emphasized should appear at points of syn- Here is one set of revisionary decisions we made for the
tactic closure. Using these principles, we can begin to un- example:
ravel the problems of our example prose. . The smallest of the URF's, URFA6L, has been identi-

Note the subject-verb separation U1 the 62-word third fied th . al .
a1 t f th tl disc eredf th ..

al as e arum eqwv en 0 e recen y ovsentence 0 e ongm passage: H TP b . 8 b th fun . na1 .yeast +-A ase su urut gene; ut e roo Slg-
Recently, however, immunoprecipitation experiments nificance of other URF's has been more elusive. Recent-
with antibodies to purified, rotenone-sensitive NADH- ly, however, several human URF's have been shown to
ubiquinone oxido-reductase [hereafter referred to as res- encode subunits of rotenone-sensitive NADH-
piratory chain NADH dehydrogenase or complex 1] ubiquinone oxido-reductase. This is a large complex that
from bovine heart, as well as enzyme ~ctionation stud- also contains many subunits synthesized in the cyto-
ies, have indicated that six human URF's (that is, URFl, plasm; it will be referred to hereafter as respiratory
URF2, URF3, URF4, URF4L, and URFS, hereafter re- chain NADH dehydrogenase or complex I. Six subunits
ferred to as NOl, ND2, NO3, ND4, ND4L, and NDS) en- of Complex I were shown by enzyme fractionation stud-
code subunits of complex I. ies and immunoprecipitation experiments to be encoded

. th b . ( " . " ) th d by six human URF's (URF!, URF2, URF3, URF4, URF4L,
After encountenng e su )ect expenments , e rea er d URFS)' th URF' will be referred to subsequently

must wade through 27 words ~incl:uding thx:ee hyph~ted : NO!, NDZ, e:o3, ~, ND4L, and NOS.
compound words, a parenthetIcal Interruption and an as
well as'' phrase) before alighting on the highly urJinforma- Sheer length was neither the problem nor the solutio~ .
tive and disappointingly anticlimactic verb ("have indicat- The revised version is not noticeably shorter than the ongt-
ed"). Without a moment to recover, the reader is handed a na1; nevertheless, it is significantly easier to interpret. We
"that" clause in which the new subject ("six human have indeed deleted certain words, but not on the basis of
URF's") is separated from its verb ("encode") by yet an- wordiness or excess length. (See especially the last sen-
other 20 words. tence of our revision.)

If we applied the three principles we have developed to When is a sentence too long? The creators of readability
the rest of the sentences of the example, we could generate foImulas would have us believe there exists some fixed
a great many revised versions of each. These revisions number of words (the favorite is 29) past which a sentence
might differ significantly from one another in the way is too hard to read. We disagree. We have seen lD-word
their structures indicate to the reader the various weights sentences that are virtually impenetrable and, as we men-
and balances to be given to the information. Had the au- tioned above, lOO-word sentences that flow effortlessly to
thor placed all stress-worthy material in stress positions, their points of resolution. In place of the word-limit con-
we as a reading community would have been far more cept, we offer the following definition: A sentence is too
likely to interpret these sentences uniformly. long when it has more viable candidates for stress posi-

We couch this discussion in terms of "likelihood" be- tions than there are stress positions available. Without the
cause we believe that meaning is not inherent in discourse stress position's locational clue that its material is intended
by itself; "meaning" requires the combined participation of to be emphasized, r~aders are left ~oo much to th~ own
text and reader. All sentences are infinitely interpretable, devices in deciding Just what else In a sentence mIght be
given an infinite number of interpreters. As conununities considered important. . .
of readers, however, we tend to work out tacit agreements In revising the example passage, we made certam deo-
as to what kinds of meaning are most likely to be extracted sions about what to omit and what to emphasize. We put
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subjects and verbs togethez: to lessen. the reader's syntactic !e~ as "old info~ation." Conversely, material making
burdens; we put the material we believed worthy of em- Its first appearance lI'I a discourse is "new information."
p~is in stress positi~ns; and. w~ ~arded ma.terial for Wh~ n.ew inf~rmation is important enough to receive em-
which we could not discern sIgnificant connections. m do- phaSlS, It functions best in the stress position. ,c""ing so, we have produced a clearer passage-but not one When old information consistently arrives in the topic c'

that nec~y refl~ the author's ~~enti°x:s; it reflects position, it helps readers to construct the logical flow of the
only our lI'Iterpretation of the author s lI'Itentions. The argument: It focuses attention on one particular strand of
more problema~c ~e structure, th~ less ~ely it he:°mes the discussion, bo~ harkening backward and -leaning for-
that a grand maJonty of readers will perceIve the discourse ward. m contrast, if the topic position is constantly occu-
in exactly the way the author intended. pied by material that fails to establish linkage and context,

It is probable that many of our readers-and perhaps readers will have difficulty perceiving both the connection
even the authors-will disagree with some of our choices. to the previous sentence and the projected role of the new
If so, that disagreement urtderscores our point: The origi- sentence in the development of the paragraph as a whole.

Here is a second example of scientific prose that we shall j
attempt to improve in subsequent discussion: I

IT he in/ormation that beooins a Large earthqu~kes along a given. fault ~ent do not I
:1\ 0 . occur at random lI'Itervals because It takes tIme to accu- ;

sentence establishes fi or the m~te the s~ energy for the rupture. The rat~s at \
which tectOIUC plates move and accumulate stram at !. '

reader a
Perspectivefior viewin g the .theIr boundari.es ar.e approximately uniform. Therefore, ,

In first approXImation, one may expect that large rup-
sentence as a unit. tures of the same fault segment will occur at approxi-

mately constant time intervals. If subsequent main-
shocks have different amounts of slip across the fault,

. ., . . . then the recurrence time may vary, and the basic idea of
nal failed to commurucate Its Ideas and theIr connectIons periodic mainshocks must be modified. For great plate
clearly. If we happened to have interpreted the passage as bourtdary ruptures the length and slip often vary by a
you did, then we can make a differen.t point No one factor of 2. Along the southern segment of the San An-

. should ha.ve to work as hard as we did to unearth the con- dreas fault the recurrence mterval is 145 years with
tent of a slI'lgle passage of this length. variations of several decades. The smaller the standard
Th 'Ii . P .ti. deviation of the average recurrence interval, the more

e OpIC 051 on specifi. d . .'Ii . th .. I ected .th th tress c coul be the long term Prediction of a future0 summarIZe e pnnap es conn WI e s po- . hocksition, we have the proverbial wisdom, "Save the best for malI'lS .
last." To summarize the principles connected with the oth- This is the kind of passage that in subtle ways can make
er end of the sentence, which we will call the topic posi- readers feel badly about themselves. The individual sen-
tion, we have its proverbial contradiction, "First things tences give the impression of being intelligently fashioned:
first." In the stress position the reader needs and expects They are not especially long or convoluted; their vocabu- ~'
closure and fulfillment; in the topic position the reader lary is appropriately professional but not beyond the ken .~

needs and expects perspective and context. With so much of educated general readers; and they are free of grammat-
of reading comprehension affected by what shows up in ical and dictional errors. On first reading, however, many
the topic position, it behooves a writer to control what ap- of us arrive at the paragraph's end without a clear sense of
pears at the begiI1ning of sentences with great care. where we have been or where we are going. When that

The information that begiI1S a sentence establishes for happens, we tend to berate ourselves for not having paid
the reader a perspective for viewing the sentence as a unit: close enough attention. In reality, the fault lies not with us,
Readers expect a unit of discourse to be a story about who- but with the author.
ever shows up first. "Bees disperse pollen" and "Pollen is We can distill the problem by looking closely at the in- };;
dispersed by bees" are two different but equally re- formation in each sentence's topic position:
spectable sentences about the same facts. The first tells us Lar arth ak. . ge e qu es
something about bees; the second tells us something about Th tpollen. The passivity of the second sentence does not by it- The ~ es
self impair its quality; in fact, "Pollen is dispersed by bees" bere ore..t. one

h ks. th if . . h that . su sequen malI'lS oc
15 e supenor sentence It appears In a paragrap lI'I- t I t b d. . , grea p a e oun ary ruptures
tends to tell us a continUIng story about pollen. Pollen s th th f th S A -d f ul. . esou ern segment 0 e an , reas a tstory at that moment lS a passIve one. . .

R d also th rial . th t . the smaller the standard devIation...
ea ers expect e mate occupYing e OpiC po-

sition to provide them with linkage (looking backward) Much of this information is making its first appearance in
.and context (looking forward). The information in the top- this paragraph-in precisely the spot where the reader
IC position prepares the reader for upcoming material by looks for old, familiar infonnation. As a result, the focus
connecting it backward to the previous discussion. Al- of the story constantly shifts. Given just the material in
though linkage and context can derive from several the topic positions, no two readers would be likely to
sources, they stem primarily from material that the reader construct exactly the same story for the paragraph as a
has already encountered within this particular piece of dis- whole.
course. We refer to this familiar, previously introduced ma- If we try to piece together the relationship of each sen- Ii
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r' tence to its neighbors, w~ notice that certain bits of old in- fi~d if subsequent mainshocks have different amounts of:
fOrn"lation keep reappeanng. We hear a good deal about slip across the fault. [Indeed?), the length and slip of
the recurrence time between earthquakes: The first sen- great plate boundary ruptures often vary by a factor of
tence introduces the concept of nonrandom intervals be- 2. [For example?], the recurrence interval along the
tween earthquakes; the second sentence tells us that recur- southern segment of the San Andreas fault is 145 yeatS
fence rates due to the movement of tectonic plates are with variations of several decades. The smaller the stan-
mole or less unifonn; the third sentence adds that the re- dard deviation of the average recurrence interval, the I

currence rate of major earthquakes should also be some- more specific could be the long tenn prediction of a fu-
what predictable; the fourth sentence adds that recurrence ture mainshock.
rates v~ry with some con~itions; the ~~ sent~ce adds in- Many problems that had existed in the original have
formation about one partIcular vanation, the Sl.xth ~- now surfaced for the first time. Is the reason earthquakes
tence adds a recurrence-rate exa.mple from Califonua, and do not occur at random intervals stated in the first sen-
the last sentence tells us something about how recurrence t . th second? Are the suggested choicesOf "how-b d .bed .. all This fr . f " ence or m e .
rates ~an e ~ . statistic Y'. r.e am 0 recur- ever," "indeed," and "for example" the right ones to ex-
rence mtervals constitutes the major stnng of old infor- th ti. t th porn' ts ' (All these conn. press e connec ons a ose. ec-
mation in.the.paragraph. Unfortunat~ly, It rarely appears tions were left unarticulated in the original paragraph.) If
at ~e ~gmrung of sen~ences, .wh~re It would help us "for example" is an inaccurate transitional phrase, then ex-
mamtam ?ur f~ on Its continUIng story.. actly how does the San Andreas fault example connect to

In rea~g, as m most e~~nenc.es, we appreclate the ruptures that "vary by a factor of 2"? Is the author arguing
opportuni1-j to becom~ f~ ~th a new enVlIonment that recurrence rates must vary because fault movements
~fore havmg to .function. Ullt. W~ting that con~ually ~ often vary? Or is the author preparing us for a discussion
gIns ~tences ~th new information and ends WI~ old m- of how in spite of such variance we might still be able to
f?rmation forbids both the sense of ~o~ort a:nd onenta- predict earthquakes? This last question remains unan-
tion at th~ start and the sense of fulfilling am:val a,t the swered because the final sentence leaves behjnd earth-
end. It mlSleads the reader as to whose story IS bemg told; quakes that recur at variable intervals and switches instead
it b~dens the r.eader with new information that must be to earthquakes that recur regularly. Given that this is the
carrIed .furthe! mto th~ sentence bef<:>re ~t can be connected first ara h of the article, which type of earthquake
to the discussion; and It creates ambiguIty as to which ma- p grap
terial the writer intended the reader to emphasize. All of
these distractions require that readers expend a dispropor-
tionate am?unt of energy to ~aveI the stru~ of the I n our experience theprose, leavmg less energy available for perceIvmg content. '

We can begin to revise the example by ensuring the fol- misplacement of old and new "

lowing for each sentence:
1: The ?~ckward-linking old information appears in the information turns out to be the "e

tOpIC position. ,.-2. The person, thing or concept whose story it is appears No.1 problem m AmerIcan if
in the topic position. . . .

3. The new, emphasis-worthy information appears in professIonal wntmg today.
the stress pOSItIOn.

Once again, if our decisions concerning the relative val-
ues of specific information differ from yours, we can all . .. .?
blame the author, who failed to make his intentions appar- will the artIcle most likely proceed to discuss. m sum, we
ent. Here first is a list of what we perceived to be the new, are nc:w aware of how mudt .the paragraph had not com-
emphatic material in each sentence: mUIU~ated to us on ~t reading. We c~ ~ ~t most of

our difficulty was owmg not to any defiaency m our read-
time to accumulate strain energy along a fault ing skills but rather to the author's lack of comprehension
approximately uniforn"l of our structural needs as readers,
large ruptures of the same fault In our experience, the misplacement of old and new in-
different amounts of slip formation turns out to be the No.1 problem in American
vary by a factor of 2 professional writing today. The source of the problem is
variations of several decades not hard to discover: Most writers produce prose linearly
predictions of future mainshock (from left to right) and through time. As they begin to for-
Now, based on these assumptions about what deserves m~te a sentence, often their p~ anxiety is:o capture

stress h sed . .0 the Important new thought before It escapes. Quite natu-
, ere 15 our propo revlSI n: rail th h rd tha inf . aty ey rus to reco t new ormatIon on paper, -

Large earthquakes along a given fault segment do not ter which they can produce at their leisure the contextual-
occur at random intervals because it takes time to accu- izing material that links back to the previous discourse.
mulate the strain energy for the ruprure. The rates at Writers who do this consistently are attending more to
which tectonic plates move and accumulate strain at their own need for unburdening themselves of their infor-
their boundaries are roughly uniform. Therefore, nearly mation than to the reader's need for receiving the material.
constant time intervals (at first approximation) would be The methodology of reader expectations articulates the
expected between large ruptures of the same fault seg- reader's needs explicitly, thereby making writers con-
ment. [However?], the recurrence time may vary; the ba- sciously aware of structural problems and ways to solve
sic idea of periodic mainshocks may need to be modi- them.
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c. ' thors perfonned the fust direct measurement, recognizing

, P ut in the'to pic Position the old their agency in the topic position may well be appropriate.)
2. Since "dC" and "dC" become the old information iI\

information that links ~e second sentence, keep them up front iI\ the topic posi-
:I i tion.

backward' Put in the stress Position . 3. Sin~e "triisopropylsilyl.groups" is n~~ and important, iIUormation here, create for It a stress POSItiOn.

the new information you want the 4. "Triisopropylsilyl groups" then becomes the old irI- ~f~
formation of the clause in which its effects are described; ~

reader to emphasize. place it in the topic position of this clause. :~fJi;
5. Alert the reader to expect the arrival of two distinct ",;;.,

effects by usiI\g the flag word "both." "Both" notifies the
A note of clarification: Manv people hearing this struc- ~ader that two I:'~eces of new iIUormation will arrive iI\ a

tural d . d " lify'. .t t th f 11 . rul sIngle stress pOSitiOn. a Vice ten to overstmp 1 0 e 0 OWIng e: H. artial .. b d th d..

"Put the old information in the topic position and the new ere lS a p reVlSIon ase on ese eClSIons:

information in the stress position." No such rule is possi- We have directly measured the enthalpy of hydrogen
ble. Since by definition all iIUonnation is either old or new, bond formation between the nucleoside bases 2'deoxy-
the space between the topic position and the stress posi- guanosine (dC) and 2'deoxycytidine (dC). dC and dC
tion must also be filled with old and new information. were derivatized at the 5' and 3' hydroxyls with triiso-
Therefore the principle (not rule) should be stated as fol- propylsilyl groups; these groups serve both to solubilize
lows: "Put in the topic position the old information that the nucleosides in non-aqueous solvents and to prevent
links backward; put in the stress position the new informa- the ribose hydroxyls from forming hydrogen bonds.
tion you want the reader to emphasize." From isoperibolic titration measurements, the enthalpy

of dC:dG base pair formation is -6.65 :t 0.32 kcal/mol.
Perceiving Logical Gaps
When old information does not appear at all iI\ a sentence, The outlines of the experiment are now becoming visi-
whether in the topic position or elsewhere, readers are left ble, but there is still a major logical gap. After reading the
to construct the logical linkage by themselves. Often this second sentence, we expect to hear more about the two ef-
happens when the connections are so clear iI\ the writer's fects that ~ere important en<;>ugh to merit placement irI its
mind that they seem unnecessary to state; at those mo- stress pOSitiOn. Our expectations are frustrated, however,
ments, writers underestimate the difficulties and ambi~- when those effects are not mentioned in the next sentence:
ties inherent in the reading process. Our third example "From isoperibolic titration measurements, the enthalpy

;, ". attempts to demonstrate how paying attention to the of dC:dC base pair formation is -6.6?:t 0.32 k~/m~l."~ placement of old and new iIUormation can reveal ~here a The authors h.ave .ne~lected to explain the .relatlonship be-
, .," writer has neglected to articulate essential connectIons. tween the denvabZation they performed (In the second

c" . sentence) and the measurements they made (in the third
, The enthalpy of hydrogen bond fonnation between sentence). Ironically that is the point thev most w1shed to

, the nucleoside bases 2'deoxyguanosine (dG) and 2'de- make here.' ,

oxycytidine (dC) has been dete~ed by direc; mea-, At this juncture, particularly astute readers who are
surement. d~ an~ .dC were d.envatlZed at the 5. and 3 chemists might draw upon their specialized kItowledge,
hy.ciroxyls Wlth trus.opropylsilyl groups to obtaIn solu- silently supplying the missirlg connection. Other readers
bility of the nucleosldes In non-aqueous. solvents and to are left in the dark. Here is one version of what we think

prevent the ri.bose ~y~X):'1s ~m fomung hydrogen the authors meant to say, with two additional sentences
bonds. From lSopenbolic tI.tration ~e~ements, the supplied from a knowledge of nucleic acid chemistry: ;1

enthalpy of dC:dC base pair formation 15 -6.65 :t 0.32 ~

kcal/mol. We have directly measured the enthalpy of hydrogen

. . .. bond formation between the nucleoside bases 2'deoxy-
Although part of the difficulty of ~a~g this p~ssage guanosine (dC) and 2'deoxycytidine (dC). dC and dC

may stem from its abundance of.~ecialized teclmi~ were derivatized at the 5' and 3' hydroxyls with triiso-
~, a great deal more of the difficulty can be a~~u~ propylsilyl groups; these groups serve both to solubilize
to Its structural problems. These problems a~ no. ami! the nucleosides in non-aqueous solvents and to prevent
iar: We are not sure at all times whose story 15 ~eIng told; the ribose hvdroxyls from forming hvdrogen bonds.
in the first sentence the subJect and verb are wldel.y. sepa- Consequently, when the derivatized 'nucleosides are dis-
rated; the second sent~nce has only one stress position but solved in non-aqueous solvents, hydrogen bonds form
two or three pIeces of information that are probably wor- almost exclusively between the bases. Sirlce the iI\ter-

thy o.f emphasis- "solub~ty... solvents,':, "~.revent... ~m base hydrogen bonds are the only bonds to form upon
fomun~,hYdrogen bon~s and perhaps trtisopropylsil.yl mixing, their enthalpy of formation can be detennined
gro~ps. These perceptions suggest the folloWIng reVISion directly by measuring the enthalpy of mixing. From our

tactics: . isoperibolic titration measurements, the enthalpy of
1. Invert the first sentence, so that (a) the S~?Jec,;-verb- dC:dC base pair formation is -6.65:t 0.32 kcal/mol.

complement connection is unbroken, and (b) dC and
"dC" are introduced in the stress position as new and inter- Each sentence now proceeds logically from its predeces-
esting information. (Note that inverting the sentence re- sor. We never have to wander too far into a sentence with-
quires stating who made the measurement; SlI1ce the au- out beIng told where we are and what fonner strands of
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discourse are being continued. And the "measurements" make a personal interpretive guess; the writer no longer
of the last sentence has now become old information, controls the reader's interpretive act.
read1ing back to the "measured directly" of the preceding Worse still, in this passage the important actions never
sentence. (It also fulfills the promjse of the "we have di-
rectly measured" with which the paragraph began.) By fol-
lowing our knowledge of reader expectations, we have . . ..
been able to spot discontinuities, to suggest strategies for A s crItIcal scIentific readers, we
bridging gaps, and to rearrange the structure of the prose, .
thereby increasing the accessibility of the scientific content. would lIke to concentrate our
Locating the Action energy on whether the experiments
Our ~ example adds another major reader expectation Prove the hypothesesto the list. .

Transcription of the 5S RNA genes in the egg extract
is TFIllA-dependent. This is surprising, because the con- . . .
centration of TFllIA is the same as in the oocyte nuclear appear. Based on OUI best understandm~ .of !~ ma~;~,
extract. The other transcription factors and RNA poly- .th~ verbs that connect the-:e players are limit and inhib-
merase ill are presumed to be in excess over available It. If we express .ili~ actions. as ve,:bs and pla~~ the most
TF!llA, because tRNA genes are transcribed in the egg ,ttequen~y <?<=cumng .info~~tion- egg extrac: an.d
extract. The addition of egg extract to the oocyte nuclear 'TFIllA -m the tOpIC pOSltio~ ~henever possIble, we
extract has two effects on transcription effidency. F~, can generate the folloWIng reV'.5lon:
there. is a ~eral inhibition of tra~p~on ~t can be In the egg extract, the availability of TFllIA limits
alleVIated m part by supplementation WIth high concen- transcription of the 5S RNA genes. This is surprising be-
trations of RNA polymerase ill. Second, egg extract cause the same concentration of TFllIA does not limit
destabilizes transcription complexes formed with oocyte transcription in the oocyte nuclear extract. In the egg ex-
but not somatic 5S RNA genes. tract, transcription is not limited by RNA polymerase or

The ban'iers to comprehension in this passage are so many other factors because trans.cnption of tRNA g;enes indi-
that it may appear difficult to know where to start revis- cates that these factors are m excess over available
ing. Fortunately, it does not matter where we start, since TFIIIA. When adde~ !O the nuclear ~tr~ct, ~e egg ex-
attending to anyone structural problem eventually leads a:act aIf.ect:d. the effiae~cy .of tranSCrIption ~ .tw? ,,:-,.ays.
us to all the others. FlISt, It inhibited transcription generally; this inhibItion

We can spot one source of difficulty by looking at the could ~ ~eviated in p~ by supplementing the mix-
topic positions of the sentences: We cannot tell whose ture WIth high concentrations .o~ RNA pol~~ ill.
story the passage is. The story's focus (that is, the occu- Second, the egg extract destabilized tr~ption com-
pant of the topic position) changes in every sentence. If plexes formed by oocyte but not by somatic 5S genes.
we seard1 for r~ted old information in.hope .o~ settling As a story about "egg extract," this passage stiI11eaves
~ a good candidate. for several of the topIC pOSItiOns, we something to be desired. But at least now we can recognize
find all too much of It: egg extract. TFllIA, oocyte extract, that the author has not explained the connection between
RNA polymerase ill, 5S RNA, and transcription. All of "limit" and "inhibit." This unarticulated connection seems
these reappear at various points, but none announces it- to us to contain both of her hypotheses: First, that the limi-
self ~earl~ as our primary f~. It ~ppears that the pas- tation on transcription is caused by an inhibitor of TFillA
.sage 15 trying to ~ell several stones SImultaneously, allow- present in the egg extract; and, second, that the action of
mg none to donunate. . . that inhibitor can be detected by adding the egg extract to

We are 1.mable to deade among ~ese sto~es. because. the the oocyte extract and examining the effects on transcrip-
author has not told us what to do WIth all this informatIon. tion. As critical scientific readers. we would like to
We. know who the players are, but we are .ign.orant of the concentrate our energy on whether the experiments prove
actio~ they are presumed to "PeI!°rm. This VIOlates yet an- the hypotheses. We cannot begin to do so if we are left in
o:ther Important reader e~tion; Readers expect the ac- doubt as to what those hypotheses might be-and if we
tion of a. sen~ce to be arti~ted by the verb. are using most of OUI energy to discern the structure of the

Here 15 a list of the verbs m the example paragraph: prose rather than its substance.

is
is... is Writing and the Scientific Process
are presumed to be We began this article by arguing that complex though.ts ex-
are transcribed pressed in impenetrable prose can be rendered accessIble
has and clear without minimizing any of their complexity. Our
is... can be alleviated
destabilizes .We have chosen these two pieces of old information as the controlling

The list gives us too few clues as to what actions aCtually contexts for the passage. That choice was neither arbitrary nor born of
take la . th If th . be f d logical necessity; it was simply an act of interpretation. All readers
. p ce m e passage. e actions are not to oun make exactly that kind of choice in the reading of every sentence. The
m the verbs. then we as readers have no secondary struc- fewer the structural dues to interpretation given by the author. the
tural clues for where to locate them. Each of us has to ~ variable the resulting interpretations will tend to be.
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, examples of scientific writing have ranged from the merely expression of thought are so inextricably intertwined that

doudy to the virtually opaque; yet all of them could be changes in either will affect the quality of the other. Note
I made significantly more c?mprehensible by observing the that ?nly the first of.our examples ~the paragraph about

followmg structural pnnaples: URF s) could be revIsed on the basIS of the methodology to
1. Follow a grammatical subject as soon as possible with reveal a nearly finished passage. In all the other examples,

its verb. revision revealed existing conceptual gaps and other prob-
2. Place in the stress position the "new information" you lems that had been submerged in the originals by dysfunc-

want the reader to emphasize. tionaI structures. Filling the gaps required the addition of
3. Place the person or thing whose "story" a sentence extra material. In revising each of these examples, we ar-

is telling at the beginning of the sentence, in the topic rived at a point where we could proceed no further with-
position. out either supplying connections between ideas or elimi-

4. Place appropriate "old information" (material already nating some existing material altogether. (Writers who use
stated in the discourse) in the topic position for linkage reader-expectation prirlciples on their own prose will not
backward and contexrualization forward. have to conjecture or infer; they know what the prose is in-

S. Articulate the action of every clause or sentence in tended to convey.) Having begun by analyzing the struc-
its verb. ture of the prose, we were led eventually to reir\vestigate

6. In general, provide context for your reader before the substance of the science.
asking that reader to consider anything new. The substance of science comprises more than the dis-

7. In general, try to ensure that the relative emphases of covery and recording of data; it extends crucially to in-
the substance coincide with the relative expectations for dude the act of interpretation. It may seem obvious that a
emphasis raised by the structure. scientific document is incomplete without the interpreta-

None of these reader-expectation principles should be tion of the writer; it may not be so obvious that the docu-
ment cannot "exist" without the interpretation of each
reader. In other words, writers cannot" merely" record

. data, even if they try. In any recording or articulation. noI t may seem obvIous that a matter how haphazard or confused, each word resides in
. . . . one or more distinct structural locations. The resulting

scIentific document IS Incomplete structure. even more than the meanings of individual
. . . if he words, significantly influences the reader during the act of

wIthout the InterpretatIon 0 t interpretation. The question then becomes whether the £

.. b bvi structure created by the writer (intentionally or not) helps
wnter; zt may not e so 0 GUS or hinders the reader in the process of interpreting the sci-
ha hed t LL . t " entific writing.

t t t ocument canna eXIS The writing prirlciples we have suggested here make

ithout the in terpretation Oif each conscious f~r the writer some of the interpreti,-:e clues
W readers denve from structures. Armed wIth this aware-

d ness, the writer can achieve far greater control (although
rea er. never complete control) of the reader's interpretive pro-

cess. As a concomitant function, the principles simul-
taneously offer the writer a fresh re-entry to the thought

. process that produced the science. In real md important
considered "rules." Sla.vish adherence to th~ will ~~~ ways. the structure of the prose becomes the structure of
no better ~ has slaVISh a~e~ to avoIding sp~t infini- the scientific argument. Improving either one will improve
tives or to USIng the actIve VOice II1Stead of the passive. There the other.
can be no fixed algorithm for good writing, for two reasons.
First, too many reader expectati~ are functio~g at any The methodology described in this article originated in the
given moment for structural deaslons to ~ clear an~ linguistic work of Joseph M. Williams of the University of
easily activated. Second, any rea~er expectaoon can be VIo- Chicago, Gregory G. Colomb of the Georgia Institute of
lated to good effect. Our best stylists ~ out to be our most Technology and George D. Gapen. Some of the materials
skillful violators; but in order to carry ~ off. ~ey ~ust ful- presented here were discussed and developed in faculty writing
fill expectations most of the time, caUSIng the VIOlatiOns to UX1rkshops held at the Duke University Medical School.
be perceived as exceptional moments, worthy of note.

A writer's personal style is the sum of all.the structural Bibliography ,
choices that person tends to make when faang the chal- Williams, Joseph M. 1988. Style: Tm Lessons ,n Clarity and Grace Scott, :
lenges of creating discourse. Writers who fail to put ~ew Foresman, & Co. !;j

information in the stress position of many sentences 11\ one Colomb, Gregory G.. and Joseph M. Williams. 1985. Perceiving Yo:
document are likely to repeat that unhelpful structural pat- structure in professional prose: a multiply determinedexpenence. In:i

. all th d t B t fo the Very reason that Wntlng In Non-AcademIc Settings, eds. Lee Odell and Dixie GoswamL
tern 11' 0 er ocum.en s. . u r. . Guilford Press, pp. 87-128.
wnters tend. to be consIstent ~.making such choiCes, they Gopen, George 0 1987. Let the buyer in ordinary course of business
can learn to lInprove theIr wnting style; they .can penna~ beware: suggestions for revising the language of the Uniform
nentJy reverse those habirual strucrural decISions that mIS- CommercIal Code. University a/Chicago l..1w Review 54:1178-1214.
lead or burden readers. Gopen. George 0 1990. The Common SmSt of Writing: Tmdring WritIng

We have argued that the substance of thought and the from tht RtDdu's Persptctivt. To be published.
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